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Several Markovian process calculi have been proposed in the literature, which differ from each other
for various aspects. With regard to the action representation, we distinguish between integrated-time
Markovian process calculi, in which every action has an exponentially distributed duration associ-
ated with it, and orthogonal-time Markovian process calculi, in which action execution is separated
from time passing. Similar to deterministically timed process calculi, we show that these two options
are not irreconcilable by exhibiting three mappings from an integrated-time Markovian process cal-
culus to an orthogonal-time Markovian process calculus that preserve the behavioral equivalence of
process terms under different interpretations of action execution: eagerness, laziness, and maximal
progress. The mappings are limited to classes of process terms of the integrated-time Markovian
process calculus with restrictions on parallel composition and do not involve the full capability of
the orthogonal-time Markovian process calculus of expressing nondeterministic choices, thus eluci-
dating the only two important differences between the two calculi: their synchronization disciplines
and their ways of solving choices.

1 Introduction

Communicating concurrent systems are characterized not only by their functional behavior, but also by
their quantitative features. A prominent role is played by timing aspects, which express the temporal
ordering of system activities and are of paramount importance in the study of the properties of real-
time systems as well as shared-resource systems. As witnessed by a rich literature, there are several
different options for introducing time and time passing in system descriptions, many of which have been
formalized in a process algebraic setting [2].

Starting from the late 80’s, a number of deterministically timed process calculi have been proposed
– like, e.g., timed CSP [21], temporal CCS [16], timed CCS [24], real-time ACP [3], urgent LOTOS [5],
TIC [20], ATP [18], TPL [10], CIPA [1], and PAFAS [8] – in which time and time passing are represented
through a dense or discrete time domain – like, e.g.,(N,+,≤) – equipped with an associative operation
with neutral element and a total order defined on the basis of this operation. As observed in [17, 23, 7],
the various deterministically timed process calculi differ for a number of time-related options, some of
which give rise to the one-phase functioning principle – according to which actions are durational, time
is absolute, and several local clocks are present – and the two-phase functioning principle – according to
which actions are durationless, time is relative, and there is a single global clock:

• Durational actions versus durationless actions. In the first case, every action takes a fixed amount
of time to be performed and time passes only due to action execution; hence, functional behavior
and time passing are integrated. In the second case, actions are instantaneous events and time
passes in between them; hence, functional behavior and time passing are orthogonal.

• Absolute time versus relative time. Assuming that timestamps are associated with the events ob-
served during system execution, in the first case all timestamps refer to the starting time of the
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system execution, while in the second case each timestamp refers to the starting time or the com-
pletion time of the previously observed event (the two times coincide if events are durationless).

• Local clocks versus global clock. In the first case, there are several clocks associated with the
various system parts, which elapse independent of each other although they define a unique notion
of global time. In the second case, there is a single clock that governs time passing.

Another degree of freedom is concerned with the different interpretations of action execution, in
terms of whether and when it can be delayed. There are at least the following three interpretations:

• Eagerness, which establishes that actions must be performed as soon as they become enabled
without any delay, thereby implying that actions are urgent.

• Laziness, which establishes that, once they become enabled, actions can be delayed arbitrarily long
before they are executed.

• Maximal progress, which establishes that actions can be delayed arbitrarily long unless they are
involved in synchronizations, in which case they are urgent.

In [7], a translating function is defined from a one-phase deterministically timed process calculus
inspired by [1] to a two-phase deterministically timed process calculus inspired by [16], which is shown
to preserve the behavioral equivalence of process terms based on CCS-like parallel composition and
restriction operators [15]. The result holds under eagerness (only for restriction-free terms), laziness,
and maximal progress, both when observing the starting time of action execution and when observing the
completion time of action execution. This demonstrates that the different choices that can be made about
the representation of time and time passing in a deterministically timed framework are not irreconcilable.

Starting from the first half of the 90’s, a number of stochastically timed process calculi have been pro-
posed too – like, e.g., TIPP [9, 12], PEPA [13], MPA [6], EMPAgr [4], Sπ [19], IMC [11], and PIOA [22]
– in which time and time passing are represented by means of exponentially distributed random variables
rather than nonnegative numbers. The reason for using only exponential distributions (uniquely identi-
fied through their rates, positive real numbers corresponding to the reciprocal of their expected values) is
twofold. Firstly, the stochastic process underlying a system description turns out to be a continuous-time
Markov chain, which simplifies quantitative analysis without sacrificing expressiveness. Secondly, the
memoryless property of exponential distributions fits well with the interleaving view of concurrency.

The time-related options and the action execution interpretations discussed for deterministically
timed process calculi apply to a large extent also to stochastically timed process calculi. This is especially
true for the difference between durational actions and durationless actions, which results in integrated-
time Markovian process calculi like TIPP, PEPA, MPA, EMPAgr, Sπ, and PIOA and orthogonal-time
Markovian process calculi like IMC, respectively. By contrast, the distinction between absolute time
and relative time and the concept of clock are not important in a Markovian framework. Due to the
memoryless property of exponential distributions, only rates of durational actions or time delays matter.

A remarkable difference between deterministically timed process calculi and stochastically timed
process calculi is concerned with the way choices among alternative behaviors are solved. In the first
case, the choice is nondeterministic precisely as in classical process calculi, which means that time does
not solve choices. In an orthogonal-time setting, this is witnessed by the presence of operational semantic
rules according to which a process term of the form(n) .Q1 +(n) .Q2 – where+ denotes the alternative
composition operator – can letn time units pass and then evolves intoQ1 + Q2. In the second case,
the choice can instead be probabilistic whenever exponentially distributed delays come into play. In the
same orthogonal-time setting, a process term of the form(λ1) .Q1 +(λ2) .Q2 – whereλ1 andλ2 are the
rates of two exponentially distributed delays – evolves intoQ1 or Q2 with probabilities λ1

λ1+λ2
and λ2

λ1+λ2
.
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This has an impact on the expressiveness of Markovian process calculi. In fact, the orthogonal-time
ones are more expressive than the integrated-time ones, because the former can represent both action-
based nondeterministic choices and time-based probabilistic choices, whereas the latter can represent
only probabilistic choices based on action durations. In turn, this has an impact on the expressiveness
of the synchronization discipline adopted in the considered calculi. In fact, in the orthogonal-time case
the time to the synchronization of two actions can be naturally expressed as the maximum of two expo-
nentially distributed delays, whereas in the integrated-time case the duration of the synchronization of
two exponentially timed actions has to be assumed to be exponentially distributed with rate given by the
application of an associative and commutative operation to the two original rates.

Another important difference between deterministically timed process calculi and stochastically
timed process calculi is concerned with the formalization of the various interpretations of action exe-
cution. In the first case, all the three interpretations can be encoded in the operational semantic rules. In
the second case, it depends on whether time is integrated with action execution or separated from it, as
we show in this paper. On the one hand, observed that the usual operational semantic rules for integrated-
time Markovian process calculi encode eagerness as they permit no delay, we recognize that the same
rules encode laziness and maximal progress too, because the possibility of delaying the beginning of
action execution is inherent in the memoryless property of exponentially distributed durations. On the
other hand, since additional operational semantic rules delaying action execution would produce no ef-
fect in orthogonal-time Markovian process calculi as time can solve choices, we exploit the behavioral
equivalence to express when action execution takes precedence over time passing.

In spite of the different expressiveness they induce, in this paper we show that durational actions and
durationless actions are not irreconcilable even in a Markovian setting. Similar to [7], this is accom-
plished by defining three translating functions from an integrated-time Markovian process calculus to an
orthogonal-time Markovian process calculus that preserve the behavioral equivalence of process terms
under eagerness, laziness, and maximal progress, respectively. The encodings are limited to classes of
process terms of the integrated-time Markovian process calculus with restrictions on parallel composition
and do not involve the full capability of the orthogonal-time Markovian process calculus of expressing
nondeterministic choices. This formally clarifies the only two important differences between the two
calculi, i.e., their different synchronization disciplines and their different ways of solving choices.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sects.2 and3, we uniformly present the syntax, the oper-
ational semantics, and a bisimulation-based behavioral equivalence for an integrated-time Markovian
process calculus and an orthogonal-time Markovian process calculus, respectively, and we discuss how
to represent the three different interpretations of action execution. Then, in Sect.4 we exhibit the three
encodings from certain classes of process terms of the integrated-time Markovian process calculus to cer-
tain classes of process terms of the orthogonal-time Markovian process calculus and we demonstrate that
they preserve the bisimulation-based behavioral equivalence of the considered process terms. Finally, in
Sect.5 we report some concluding remarks.

2 Markovian Process Calculus with Durational Actions

In this section, we present a Markovian process calculus inspired by [13, 12] in which every action has
associated with it a rate that uniquely identifies its exponentially distributed duration. The presentation
of the integrated-time Markovian process calculus – ITMPC for short – consists of the definition of its
syntax, its operational semantics, and a bisimulation-based behavioral equivalence. A discussion of the
interpretation of action execution accompanies the definition of the operational semantics.
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2.1 Durational Actions and Behavioral Operators

In ITMPC, an exponentially timed action is represented as a pair<a,λ>. The first element,a, is the
name of the action, which isτ in the case that the action is internal, otherwise it belongs to a setNamev of
visible action names. The second element,λ ∈ R>0, is the rate of the exponentially distributed random
variableRV quantifying the duration of the action, i.e.,Pr{RV≤ t}= 1−e−λ ·t for t ∈R>0. The average
duration of the action is equal to the reciprocal of its rate, i.e.,1/λ . If several exponentially timed actions
are enabled, the race policy is adopted: the action that is executed is the fastest one.

The sojourn time associated with a process termP is thus the minimum of the random variables
quantifying the durations of the exponentially timed actions enabled byP. Since the minimum of several
exponentially distributed random variables is exponentially distributed and its rate is the sum of the rates
of the original variables, the sojourn time associated withP is exponentially distributed with rate equal to
the sum of the rates of the actions enabled byP. Therefore, the average sojourn time associated withP is
the reciprocal of the sum of the rates of the actions it enables. The probability of executing one of those
actions is given by the action rate divided by the sum of the rates of all the considered actions.

ITMPC comprises a CSP-like parallel composition operator [14] according to which two exponen-
tially timed actions synchronize iff they have the same visible name belonging to an explicit synchro-
nization set. The resulting action has the same name as the two original actions and its rate is obtained
by applying an associative and commutative operator⊗ to the rates of the two original actions.

We denote byActM,it = Name×R>0 the set of actions of ITMPC, whereName= Namev∪{τ} is the
set of action names – ranged over bya,b – andR>0 is the set of action rates – ranged over byλ ,µ. We
then denote byRelaba set of relabeling functionsϕ : Name→ Namethat preserve action visibility, i.e.,
such thatϕ−1(τ) = {τ}. Finally, we denote byVar a set of process variables ranged over byX,Y,Z.

Definition 2.1 The process languagePL M,it is generated by the following syntax:

P ::= 0 inactive process
| <a,λ>.P exponentially timed action prefix
| P+P alternative composition
| P‖SP parallel composition
| P/H hiding
| P[ϕ] relabeling
| X process variable
| recX : P recursion

wherea∈Name, λ ∈R>0, S,H ⊆Namev, ϕ ∈Relab, andX ∈ Var. We denote byPM,it the set of closed
and guarded process terms ofPL M,it .

2.2 Integrated-Time Operational Semantics: Eagerness, Laziness, Maximal Progress

The semantics for ITMPC can be defined in the usual operational style, with an important difference
with respect to the nondeterministic case. A process term like<a,λ>.0+ <a,λ>.0 is not the same
as<a,λ>.0, because the average sojourn time associated with the latter, i.e.,1/λ , is twice the average
sojourn time associated with the former, i.e.,1/(λ + λ ). A way of assigning distinct semantic models
to terms like the two considered above consists of taking into account the multiplicity of each transition,
intended as the number of different proofs for the transition derivation.
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The semantic model[[P]]M,it for a process termP∈ PM,it is thus a labeled multitransition system. Its
multitransition relation is contained in the smallest multiset of elements ofPM,it ×ActM,it ×PM,it that
satisfy the operational semantic rules of Table1 – where{ ↪→ } denotes syntactical replacement – and
keep track of all the possible ways of deriving each transition.

(PREM,it)
<a,λ>.P

a,λ−−−→M,it P

(ALTM,it,1)
P1

a,λ−−−→M,it P′

P1 +P2
a,λ−−−→M,it P′

(ALTM,it,2)
P2

a,λ−−−→M,it P′

P1 +P2
a,λ−−−→M,it P′

(PARM,it,1)
P1

a,λ−−−→M,it P′1 a /∈ S

P1‖SP2
a,λ−−−→M,it P′1‖SP2

(PARM,it,2)
P2

a,λ−−−→M,it P′2 a /∈ S

P1‖SP2
a,λ−−−→M,it P1‖SP′2

(SYNM,it)
P1

a,λ1−−−→M,it P′1 P2
a,λ2−−−→M,it P′2 a∈ S

P1‖SP2
a,λ1⊗λ2−−−→M,it P′1‖SP′2

(HIDM,it,1)
P

a,λ−−−→M,it P′ a∈ H

P/H
τ,λ−−−→M,it P′/H

(HIDM,it,2)
P

a,λ−−−→M,it P′ a /∈ H

P/H
a,λ−−−→M,it P′/H

(RELM,it)
P

a,λ−−−→M,it P′

P[ϕ]
ϕ(a),λ
−−−→M,it P′[ϕ]

(RECM,it)
P{recX : P ↪→ X} a,λ−−−→M,it P′

recX : P
a,λ−−−→M,it P′

Table 1:Operational semantic rules for ITMPC

These operational semantic rules encode an eager interpretation of action execution, as they permit
no delay between the time at which an exponentially timed action becomes enabled and the time at which
the same action starts its execution. This is the standard interpretation adopted by all the integrated-time
Markovian process calculi appeared in the literature. However, the operational semantic rules of Table1
encode laziness and maximal progress too, because the possibility of delaying the beginning of action
execution is inherent in the memoryless property of exponentially distributed durations. In fact, if an
exponentially timed action does not finish its execution withint time units, the residual execution time
has the same distribution as the whole action duration and thus the beginning of the execution of the
action can be thought of as being delayed byt time units with respect to the instant in which the action
has become enabled.
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Recalling that in the durational setting defined in [7] every state is a pairk⇒ P wherek is the clock
andP is the process, the operational semantic rule for lazy deterministically timed actions is of the form:

k⇒<a,n>.P
a,n−−−→ (k+ t +n)⇒ P ∀t ∈ N

wherek ∈ N is the value of the clock when the action becomes enabled,n∈ N is the fixed duration of
the action, andk+ t +n is the value of the clock when the action finishes its execution, witht being an
arbitrary delay between the time at which the action becomes enabled and the time at which the action
starts its execution. In the maximal progress case, the above rule is applied only whena∈Namev, while
the rule for deterministically timedτ-actions is still of the form:

k⇒<τ,n>.P
τ,n−−−→ (k+n)⇒ P

which enforces an eager interpretation of those actions because they cannot be delayed.
Since in a Markovian framework it is possible to express rates but not fixed durations, the only

analogous operational semantic rule for lazy exponentially timed actions would be of the form:

<a,λ>.P
a,λ ′−−−→P ∀λ ′ ∈ R]0,λ ]

However, this would represent an action slowdown rather than delaying the beginning of the action
execution by an arbitrary amount of time and then performing the action at its rate. An appropriate
semantic treatment of lazy exponentially timed actions should not alter their rates. Therefore, a better
option is to add a further operational semantic rule for action prefix of the form:

<a,λ>.P
τ,λ ′−−−→<a,λ>.P ∀λ ′ ∈ R>0

which introduces invisible selfloops each having an arbitrary rate. But these selfloops have no impact
on (the transient/stationary state probabilities of) the underlying continuous-time Markov chain. In fact,
thanks to the memoryless property of exponential distributions, the time remaining to moving from
<a,λ>.P to P after the execution of an arbitrary number of selfloops is still exponentially distributed
with rate λ . As a consequence, the introduction of these selfloops is useless, which means that the
operational semantic rules of Table1 encode also laziness. Since maximal progress is in some sense
between eagerness and laziness, it is encoded in those rules as well.

2.3 Integrated-Time Markovian Bisimilarity

A behavioral equivalence overPM,it can be defined by establishing that, whenever a process term can
perform actions with a certain name that reach a certain set of terms at a certain speed, then any process
term equivalent to the given one has to be able to respond with actions with the same name that reach an
equivalent set of terms at the same speed. This can be easily formalized through the comparison of the
process term exit rates.

The integrated-time exit rate of a process termP∈ PM,it is the rate at whichP can execute actions of
a certain namea∈ Namethat lead to a certain destinationD⊆ PM,it and is given by the sum of the rates
of those actions due to the race policy:

rateit(P,a,D) = ∑{|λ ∈ R>0 | ∃P′ ∈ D.P
a,λ−−−→M,it P′ |}

where{| and |} are multiset delimiters and the summation is taken to be zero if its multiset is empty. By
summing up the rates of all the actions ofP, we obtain the integrated-time total exit rate ofP:

rateit,t(P) = ∑
a∈Name

rateit(P,a,PM,it)

which coincides with the reciprocal of the average sojourn time associated withP.
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Definition 2.2 An equivalence relationB overPM,it is an integrated-time Markovian bisimulation iff,
whenever(P1,P2) ∈B, then for all action namesa∈ Nameand equivalence classesD ∈ PM,it/B:

rateit(P1,a,D) = rateit(P2,a,D)
Integrated-time Markovian bisimilarity∼MB,it is the union of all the integrated-time Markovian bisimu-
lations.

∼MB,it can be shown to be a congruence with respect to all the operators of ITMPC as well as recur-
sion, and to have a sound and complete axiomatization over nonrecursive process terms including typical
laws like associativity, commutativity, and neutral element for the alternative composition operator, the
expansion law for the parallel composition operator, and distributive laws for hiding and relabeling with
respect to alternative composition. Its characterizing law – which replaces the usual idempotency of the
alternative composition operator and encodes the race policy – is the following:

<a,λ1>.P+<a,λ2>.P ∼MB,it <a,λ1 +λ2>.P

3 Markovian Process Calculus with Durationless Actions

In this section, we present a Markovian process calculus inspired by [11] in which actions are durationless
and hence action execution is separated from time passing. The presentation of the orthogonal-time
Markovian process calculus – OTMPC for short – consists of the definition of its syntax, its operational
semantics, and a bisimulation-based behavioral equivalence. A discussion of the interpretation of action
execution accompanies the definition of the behavioral equivalence.

3.1 Durationless Actions, Time Passing, and Behavioral Operators

In OTMPC, actions are instantaneous and time passes in between them. As a consequence, there are two
prefix operators: an action prefix operatora. , with a ∈ Name, and a time prefix operator(λ ) . , with
λ ∈R>0. Similar to ITMPC, time delays are governed by exponential distributions and are subject to the
race policy. Different from ITMPC, the CSP-like parallel composition operator enforces synchroniza-
tions only between two actions that have the same visible name belonging to the synchronization set;
hence, time delays are not involved in synchronizations. Moreover, the choice among alternative actions
is nondeterministic.

Definition 3.1 The process languagePL M,ot is generated by the following syntax:

Q ::= 0 inactive process
| a.Q action prefix
| (λ ) .Q time prefix
| Q+Q alternative composition
| Q‖SQ parallel composition
| Q/H hiding
| Q[ϕ ] relabeling
| X process variable
| recX : Q recursion

wherea∈Name, λ ∈R>0, S,H ⊆Namev, ϕ ∈Relab, andX ∈ Var. We denote byPM,ot the set of closed
and guarded process terms ofPL M,ot.
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(PRE)
a.Q

a−−−→Q

(ALT1)
Q1

a−−−→Q′

Q1 +Q2
a−−−→Q′

(ALT2)
Q2

a−−−→Q′

Q1 +Q2
a−−−→Q′

(PAR1)
Q1

a−−−→Q′
1 a /∈ S

Q1‖SQ2
a−−−→Q′

1‖SQ2

(PAR2)
Q2

a−−−→Q′
2 a /∈ S

Q1‖SQ2
a−−−→Q1‖SQ′

2

(SYN)
Q1

a−−−→Q′
1 Q2

a−−−→Q′
2 a∈ S

Q1‖SQ2
a−−−→Q′

1‖SQ′
2

(HID1)
Q

a−−−→Q′ a∈ H

Q/H
τ−−−→Q′/H

(HID2)
Q

a−−−→Q′ a /∈ H

Q/H
a−−−→Q′/H

(REL)
Q

a−−−→Q′

Q[ϕ]
ϕ(a)
−−−→Q′[ϕ]

(REC)
Q{recX : Q ↪→ X} a−−−→Q′

recX : Q
a−−−→Q′

(PREM)
(λ ) .Q

λ−−−→M Q

(ALTM,1)
Q1

λ−−−→M Q′

Q1 +Q2
λ−−−→M Q′

(ALTM,2)
Q2

λ−−−→M Q′

Q1 +Q2
λ−−−→M Q′

(PARM,1)
Q1

λ−−−→M Q′
1

Q1‖SQ2
λ−−−→M Q′

1‖SQ2

(PARM,2)
Q2

λ−−−→M Q′
2

Q1‖SQ2
λ−−−→M Q1‖SQ′

2

(HIDM)
Q

λ−−−→M Q′

Q/H
λ−−−→M Q′/H

(RELM)
Q

λ−−−→M Q′

Q[ϕ]
λ−−−→M Q′[ϕ]

(RECM)
Q{recX : Q ↪→ X} λ−−−→M Q′

recX : Q
λ−−−→M Q′

Table 2:Operational semantic rules for OTMPC: action transitions and time transitions
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3.2 Orthogonal-Time Operational Semantics

The semantics for OTMPC relies on two transition relations: one for action execution and one for time
passing. Like for nondeterministic processes, the former is defined as the smallest subset ofPM,ot×
Name×PM,ot satisfying the operational semantic rules in the upper part of Table2. Since(λ ) .Q+(λ ) .Q
is not the same as(λ ) .Q, the latter is defined as the smallest multiset of elements ofPM,ot×R>0×PM,ot

that satisfy the operational semantic rules in the lower part of Table2 and keep track of all the possible
ways of deriving each transition. The semantic model[[Q]]M,ot for a process termQ ∈ PM,ot is thus a
labeled multitransition system, which can contain both nondeterministic and probabilistic branchings.

3.3 Orthogonal-Time Markovian Bisimilarity: Eagerness, Laziness, Maximal Progress

A behavioral equivalence overPM,ot can be defined by combining classical bisimilarity for action execu-
tion with exit rate comparison for time passing. The orthogonal-time exit rate of a process termQ∈ PM,ot

is the rate at whichQ can let time pass when going to a certain destinationD⊆ PM,ot and is given by the
sum of the rates ofQ delays leading toD due to the race policy:

rateot(Q,D) = ∑{|λ ∈ R>0 | ∃Q′ ∈ D.Q
λ−−−→M Q′ |}

By summing up the rates of all the delays ofQ, we obtain the orthogonal-time total exit rate ofQ:

rateot,t(Q) = rateot(Q,PM,ot)

which coincides with the reciprocal of the average sojourn time associated withQ.
The behavioral equivalence can be defined in different ways depending on the interpretation of action

execution. We observe that the operational semantic rule for action prefix in the upper part of Table2
encodes an eager interpretation, because it permits no delay between the time at which an action becomes
enabled and the time at which the same action starts its execution. In contrast to the integrated time case,
a different interpretation of action execution cannot be encoded in the operational semantic rules because
time can solve choices due to the adoption of the race policy.

Following the durationless setting defined in [7], an additional operational semantic rule of the form:

a.Q
t−−−→a.Q ∀t ∈ N

has to be introduced to manage lazy actions in a deterministically timed process calculus, witht being an
arbitrary delay between the time at which the action becomes enabled and the time at which the action
can start its execution. In the maximal progress case, the additional rule is applied only whena∈Namev
becauseτ-actions cannot let time pass. The effect of the additional rule is that a process term can let time
pass iff so can all the actions it enables. This is a consequence of some of the operational semantic rules
for binary operators, which are of the form:

Q1
t−−−→Q′

1 Q2
t−−−→Q′

2

Q1 +Q2
t−−−→Q′

1 +Q′
2

Q1
t−−−→Q′

1 Q2
t−−−→Q′

2

Q1‖SQ2
t−−−→Q′

1‖SQ′
2

and hence formalize the fact that time does not solve choices.
The analogous additional operational semantic rule for handling lazy actions in a Markovian frame-

work would be of the form:

a.Q
λ−−−→a.Q ∀λ ∈ R>0

However, the resulting exponentially timed selfloops would have no impact on the underlying continuous-
time Markov chain, as already discussed at the end of Sect.2.2. Most importantly, the additional rule
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would not produce the desired effect, because in a Markovian framework time can solve choices due to
the adoption of the race policy and therefore rules like those above for alternative and parallel composi-
tion in the deterministically timed case are not appropriate in the stochastically timed case.

The desired effect is instead obtained by encoding the three different interpretations of action ex-
ecution into three different variants of orthogonal-time Markovian bisimilarity. All of them work like
classical bisimilarity for action execution. As regards time passing, the exit rate comparison is per-
formed: only for pairs of terms that cannot execute any action under eagerness; for all pairs of terms
under laziness; only for pairs of terms that cannot execute anyτ-action under maximal progress.

Definition 3.2 An equivalence relationB overPM,ot is an eager/lazy/maximal-progress orthogonal-time
Markovian bisimulation iff, whenever(Q1,Q2) ∈B, then:

• For all action namesa∈ Name:

– WheneverQ1
a−−−→Q′

1, thenQ2
a−−−→Q′

2 with (Q′
1,Q

′
2) ∈B.

– WheneverQ2
a−−−→Q′

2, thenQ1
a−−−→Q′

1 with (Q′
1,Q

′
2) ∈B.

• For all equivalence classesD ∈ PM,ot/B:
rateot(Q1,D) = rateot(Q2,D)

whenever:

– Q1 andQ2 cannot perform any action (eagerness).
– Q1 andQ2 are arbitrary (laziness).
– Q1 andQ2 cannot perform anyτ-action (maximal progress).

Eager/lazy/maximal-progress orthogonal-time Markovian bisimilarity∼MB,ot,e/∼MB,ot,l /∼MB,ot,mp is the
union of all the eager/lazy/maximal-progress orthogonal-time Markovian bisimulations.

It turns out∼MB,ot,l⊂∼MB,ot,mp⊂∼MB,ot,e. In contrast to∼MB,ot,e, which is not a congruence with
respect to parallel composition,∼MB,ot,l and∼MB,ot,mp can be shown to be congruences with respect
to all the operators of OTMPC as well as recursion and to have a sound and complete axiomatization
over nonrecursive process terms including typical laws like associativity, commutativity, and neutral el-
ement for the alternative composition operator, the expansion law for the parallel composition operator,
and distributive laws for hiding and relabeling with respect to alternative composition. In particular, the
characterizing laws of∼MB,ot,mp, which has been proposed and studied in [11], formalize the usual idem-
potency of the alternative composition operator for action execution, the race policy for time passing, and
maximal progress:

a.Q+a.Q ∼MB,ot,mp a.Q
(λ1) .Q+(λ2) .Q ∼MB,ot,mp (λ1 +λ2) .Q

τ .Q+(λ ) .Q′ ∼MB,ot,mp τ .Q

4 Encoding ITMPC into OTMPC

In this section, we show that a connection can be established between Markovian process calculi with
durational actions and Markovian process calculi with durationless actions. First, we single out the
classes of process terms of ITMPC and OTMPC for which a translation is possible under eagerness,
laziness, and maximal progress. Then, for each of the three interpretations of action execution, we
formalize the encoding of the related class of process terms of ITMPC into the related class of process
terms of OTMPC and we prove that it preserves the related bisimulation-based behavioral equivalence
of the considered process terms.
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4.1 Classes of Process Terms

In the deterministically timed case, the basic rule of the translating function defined in [7] maps<a,n>.P
to a.(n) .Q or (n) .a.Q depending on whether the starting time – first option – or the completion time
– second option – of the execution of timed actions is observed, respectively, wheren is a fixed duration
andQ is the translation ofP. As a consequence, a process term like<a1,n1>.P1+<a2,n2>.P2 is mapped
to a1 .(n1) .Q1+a2 .(n2) .Q2 or (n1) .a1 .Q1+(n2) .a2 .Q2, with the choice being nondeterministic in all
the three terms as time does not solve choices in this setting.

On the basis of the observation made in Sect.1, the first option would not work in a stochasti-
cally timed setting. In fact, the choice in a process term like<a1,λ1>.P1 +<a2,λ2>.P2 is probabilis-
tic, whereas the choice in the corresponding process terma1 .(λ1) .Q1 + a2 .(λ2) .Q2 would be non-
deterministic. As a consequence, the basic rule of the translating function from ITMPC to OTMPC
should map<a,λ>.P to (λ ) .a.Q – with Q being the translation ofP – so that a process term like
<a1,λ1>.P1 +<a2,λ2>.P2 is mapped to(λ1) .a1 .Q1 +(λ2) .a2 .Q2 – with the choice being probabilis-
tic in both terms. In other words, ITMPC process terms can be translated only into OTMPC process
terms that do not contain nondeterministic choices. In the following, we denote byPM,ot,nnd the set of
process terms ofPM,ot with no nondeterministic choices.

Selecting the appropriate order for action execution and time passing is not enough to achieve an
encoding that preserves the bisimulation-based behavioral equivalence of process terms. In fact, consider
the following ITMPC process terms:

P1 ≡ <a,λ>.0 ‖ /0 <b,µ>.0
P2 ≡ <a,λ>.<b,µ>.0+<b,µ>.<a,λ>.0

and the corresponding OTMPC process terms:
Q1 ≡ (λ ) .a.0 ‖ /0(µ) .b.0
Q2 ≡ (λ ) .a.(µ) .b.0+(µ) .b.(λ ) .a.0

It turns out thatP1 ∼MB,it P2 because their underlying labeled multitransition systems are isomorphic.
By contrast,Q1 6∼MB,ot,l Q2 because[[Q1]]M,ot contains states having both action transitions and time
transitions due to interleaving, whereas this is not the case with[[Q2]]M,ot as can be seen below:

Q1

λ µ

a µ λ b

a b

b

µ

a

λ

Q2

µλ

b a

a

µ

b

λ

This shows that a translation of ITMPC into OTMPC is possible under laziness only for sequential
process terms, i.e., process terms that do not contain any occurrence of the parallel composition operator.
In the following, we denote byPM,it,seq (resp.PM,ot,nnd,seq) the set of sequential process terms ofPM,it

(resp.PM,ot,nnd).
On the other hand, we haveQ1 ∼MB,ot,e Q2 because under eagerness action execution always takes

precedence over time passing, so that the central state of[[Q1]]M,ot and its incoming transitions can be
ignored when checking for orthogonal-time Markovian bisimilarity. Similarly, we haveQ1∼MB,ot,mp Q2

whenevera = τ = b. Should this not be the case, it would be enough to add aτ-selfloop to every state
of [[Q1]]M,ot enabling an action. In other words, under maximal progress the basic rule of the translating
function from ITMPC to OTMPC should map<a,λ>.P to (λ ) . recZ : (τ .Z + a.Q), whereQ is the
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translation ofP andZ does not occur free inQ. Note that by doing so we reintroduce nondeterministic
choices in a controlled way. In the following, we denote byPM,ot,cnd the set of process terms ofPM,ot

with controlled nondeterministic choices.
We conclude by showing another issue related to the preservation of the bisimulation-based behav-

ioral equivalence of process terms. Consider the following ITMPC process terms:
P3 ≡ <a,λ>.0
P4 ≡ <a,λ>.0+<b,µ>.0 ‖{b} 0

and the corresponding OTMPC process terms:
Q3 ≡ (λ ) .a.0
Q4 ≡ (λ ) .a.0+(µ) .b.0 ‖{b} 0

It turns out thatP3∼MB,it P4 because their underlying labeled multitransition systems are isomorphic. By
contrast,Q3 6∼MB,ot,e Q4 andQ3 6∼MB,ot,mp Q4 as can be seen from their underlying labeled multitransition
systems shown below:

λ

Q

µλ

aa

Q3 4

Here, the problem is that[[Q4]]M,ot has a spurious deadlock state deriving from the need of encoding
every exponentially timed action as its rate followed by its name. This problem can only arise in the
presence of restrictions on the actions that can be executed. According to the syntax of ITMPC, this can
only happen in the presence of occurrences of the parallel composition operator whose synchronization
set is not empty. Therefore, a translation of ITMPC into OTMPC is possible under eagerness and max-
imal progress only for synchronization-free process terms. In the following, we denote byPM,it,sf (resp.
PM,ot,nnd,sf/PM,ot,cnd,sf) the set of synchronization-free process terms ofPM,it (resp.PM,ot,nnd/PM,ot,cnd).

4.2 Translating Function for Laziness

The functionΓl : PM,it,seq→ PM,ot,nnd,seq encoding ITMPC into OTMPC under laziness is defined by
structural induction as follows:

Γl [[0]] = 0
Γl [[<a,λ>.P]] = (λ ) .a.Γl [[P]]

Γl [[P1 +P2]] = Γl [[P1]]+Γl [[P2]]
Γl [[P/H]] = Γl [[P]]/H
Γl [[P[ϕ]]] = Γl [[P]][ϕ ]

Γl [[X]] = X
Γl [[recX : P]] = recX : Γl [[P]]

We now prove thatΓl preserves the bisimulation-based behavioral equivalence of the considered
process terms by first demonstrating some useful properties ofΓl , among which the fact that every
ITMPC sequential process term and itsΓl-translation into OTMPC possess the same total exit rate.

Lemma 4.1 Let P∈PL M,it,seq, recX : P̂∈ PM,it,seq, andY ∈ Var. Then:
Γl [[P{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γl [[P]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}

Lemma 4.2 Let P∈ PM,it,seq. ThenΓl [[P]] cannot perform any action and:
rateit,t(P) = rateot,t(Γl [[P]])
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Lemma 4.3 Let P ∈ PM,it,seq. Then P
a,λ−−−→M,it P′ iff Γl [[P]]

λ−−−→M Q with the only transition of

Q∈ PM,ot,nnd,seqbeingQ
a−−−→Γl [[P′]].

Theorem 4.4 Let P1,P2 ∈ PM,it,seq. Then:
P1 ∼MB,it P2 ⇐⇒ Γl [[P1]]∼MB,ot,l Γl [[P2]]

4.3 Translating Function for Eagerness

The functionΓe : PM,it,sf → PM,ot,nnd,sf encoding ITMPC into OTMPC under eagerness is defined by
structural induction as follows:

Γe[[0]] = 0
Γe[[<a,λ>.P]] = (λ ) .a.Γe[[P]]

Γe[[P1 +P2]] = Γe[[P1]]+Γe[[P2]]
Γe[[P1‖ /0P2]] = Γe[[P1]]‖ /0 Γe[[P2]]

Γe[[P/H]] = Γe[[P]]/H
Γe[[P[ϕ]]] = Γe[[P]][ϕ]

Γe[[X]] = X
Γe[[recX : P]] = recX : Γe[[P]]

where the only difference with respect toΓl is the presence of a clause for parallel composition.

Lemma 4.5 Let P∈PL M,it,sf, recX : P̂∈ PM,it,sf, andY ∈ Var. Then:
Γe[[P{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γe[[P]]{recX : Γe[[P̂]] ↪→Y}

Lemma 4.6 Let P∈ PM,it,sf. ThenΓe[[P]] cannot perform any action and:
rateit,t(P) = rateot,t(Γe[[P]])

Lemma 4.7 Let P∈ PM,it,sf. ThenP
a,λ−−−→M,it P′ iff Γe[[P]]

λ−−−→M Q with the only action transition of

Q∈ PM,ot,nnd,sf beingQ
a−−−→Γe[[P′]].

Theorem 4.8 Let P1,P2 ∈ PM,it,sf. Then:
P1 ∼MB,it P2 ⇐⇒ Γe[[P1]]∼MB,ot,e Γe[[P2]]

4.4 Translating Function for Maximal Progress

The functionΓmp : PM,it,sf → PM,ot,cnd,sf encoding ITMPC into OTMPC under maximal progress is de-
fined by structural induction as follows:

Γmp[[0]] = 0
Γmp[[<a,λ>.P]] = (λ ) . recZ : (τ .Z+a.Γmp[[P]]) Z not free inP

Γmp[[P1 +P2]] = Γmp[[P1]]+Γmp[[P2]]
Γmp[[P1‖ /0P2]] = Γmp[[P1]]‖ /0 Γmp[[P2]]

Γmp[[P/H]] = Γmp[[P]]/H
Γmp[[P[ϕ]]] = Γmp[[P]][ϕ]

Γmp[[X]] = X
Γmp[[recX : P]] = recX : Γmp[[P]]

where the only difference with respect toΓe is the clause for action prefix, which introducesτ-selfloops.
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Lemma 4.9 Let P∈PL M,it,sf, recX : P̂∈ PM,it,sf, andY ∈ Var. Then:
Γmp[[P{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γmp[[P]]{recX : Γmp[[P̂]] ↪→Y}

Lemma 4.10 Let P∈ PM,it,sf. ThenΓmp[[P]] cannot perform any action and:
rateit,t(P) = rateot,t(Γmp[[P]])

Lemma 4.11 Let P∈ PM,it,sf. ThenP
a,λ−−−→M,it P′ iff Γmp[[P]]

λ−−−→M Q with the only action transitions

of Q∈ PM,ot,cnd,sf beingQ
τ−−−→Q andQ

a−−−→Γmp[[P′]].
Theorem 4.12 Let P1,P2 ∈ PM,it,sf. Then:

P1 ∼MB,it P2 ⇐⇒ Γmp[[P1]]∼MB,ot,mp Γmp[[P2]]

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that durational actions and durationless actions are not irreconcilable even
in a stochastically timed setting, because we have exhibited suitable semantics-preserving mappings
from an integrated-time Markovian process calculus to an orthogonal-time Markovian under eagerness,
laziness, and maximal progress. The restrictions on the three mappings emphasize synchronization dis-
ciplines and choice resolutions as the only features distinguishing between the two considered calculi.

We have also highlighted a number of differences with respect to the deterministically timed setting
examined in [7]. Firstly, due to the adoption of the race policy, time solves choices and hence any expo-
nentially timed action must be translated into an exponentially distributed delay followed by an instanta-
neous action, rather than the opposite. Secondly, in the integrated-time case the memoryless property of
exponential distributions blurs the distinction among eagerness, laziness, and maximal progress. Thirdly,
since time solve choices, in the orthogonal-time case the three interpretations of action execution must
be formalized through as many variants of the behavioral equivalence, rather than in the operational se-
mantic rules. Fourthly, the mapping for laziness is limited to sequential process terms, rather than being
applicable in general. Sixtly, the mapping for maximal progress is limited to synchronization-free pro-
cess terms and needs the introduction ofτ-selfloops, rather than being applicable in general. Seventhly,
the three mappings constrain the amount of nondeterminism in the resulting process terms, rather than
admitting full nondeterminism.

Orthogonal-time Markovian process calculi turn out to be more expressive as they can represent both
probabilistic and nondeterministic choices as well as more natural forms of synchronization. Neverthe-
less, integrated-time Markovian process calculi should not be neglected. Firstly, they are in general more
appropriate for modeling purposes, because it is more natural to think of an action as having a duration
rather than expressing a delay followed by an action name. Secondly, unlike orthogonal-time Markovian
process calculi they do not incur in spurious deadlock states. Thirdly, they tend to produce system de-
scriptions with no more than half of the states that would result from descriptions of the same systems
expressed in orthogonal-time Markovian process calculi.
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Appendix: Proofs of Results of Sects.4.2, 4.3, and 4.4

Proof of Lemma 4.1. We proceed by induction on the syntactical structure ofP∈PL M,it,seq:

• If P≡ 0 or P∈ Var−{Y}, then:
Γl [[P{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = P = Γl [[P]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}

• If P≡Y, then:
Γl [[P{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γl [[recX : P̂]] = recX : Γl [[P̂]] = Γl [[P]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}

• Let P≡<a,λ>.P′ and assume thatΓl [[P′{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γl [[P′]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}. Then:
Γl [[P{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γl [[<a,λ>.(P′{recX : P̂ ↪→Y})]] =

= (λ ) .a.Γl [[P′{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] =
= (λ ) .a.(Γl [[P′]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}) =
= ((λ ) .a.Γl [[P′]]){recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y} = Γl [[P]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}

• LetP≡P1+P2 and fork∈{1,2} assume thatΓl [[Pk{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γl [[Pk]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}.
Then:
Γl [[P{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γl [[P1{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}+P2{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] =

= Γl [[P1{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]]+Γl [[P2{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] =
= Γl [[P1]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}+Γl [[P2]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y} =
= (Γl [[P1]]+Γl [[P2]]){recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y} = Γl [[P]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}

• Let P≡ P′/H and assume thatΓl [[P′{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γl [[P′]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}. Then:
Γl [[P{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γl [[P′{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}/H]] =

= Γl [[P′{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]]/H =
= Γl [[P′]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}/H =
= (Γl [[P′]]/H){recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y} = Γl [[P]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}

• The caseP≡ P′[ϕ] is similar to the previous one.

• Let P≡ recX′ : P′ and assume thatΓl [[P′{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γl [[P′]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}. There
are two cases.
If X′ ≡Y, then:

Γl [[P{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γl [[P]] = Γl [[P]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}
If X′ 6≡Y, then:

Γl [[P{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γl [[recX′ : (P′{recX : P̂ ↪→Y})]] =
= recX′ : Γl [[P′{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] =
= recX′ : (Γl [[P′]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}) =
= (recX′ : Γl [[P′]]){recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y} = Γl [[P]]{recX : Γl [[P̂]] ↪→Y}

Proof of Lemma 4.2. We proceed by induction on the syntactical structure ofP∈ PM,it,seq:

• If P≡ 0, thenΓl [[P]] = 0 and hence cannot perform any action. Moreover:
rateit,t(P) = 0 = rateot,t(Γl [[P]])

• If P≡<a,λ>.P′, thenΓl [[P]] = (λ ) .a.Γl [[P′]] and hence cannot perform any action. Moreover:
rateit,t(P) = λ = rateot,t(Γl [[P]])

• Let P≡ P1 +P2 and fork∈ {1,2} assume thatΓl [[Pk]] cannot perform any action andrateit,t(Pk) =
rateot,t(Γl [[Pk]]). ThenΓl [[P]] = Γl [[P1]]+Γl [[P2]] cannot perform any action and:

rateit,t(P) = rateit,t(P1)+ rateit,t(P2) = rateot,t(Γl [[P1]])+ rateot,t(Γl [[P2]]) = rateot,t(Γl [[P]])
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• Let P≡ P′/H and assume thatΓl [[P′]] cannot perform any action andrateit,t(P′) = rateot,t(Γl [[P′]]).
ThenΓl [[P]] = Γl [[P′]]/H cannot perform any action and:

rateit,t(P) = rateit,t(P′) = rateot,t(Γl [[P′]]) = rateot,t(Γl [[P]])

• The caseP≡ P′[ϕ ] is similar to the previous one.

• Let P ≡ recX : P′ and assume thatΓl [[P′{recX : P′ ↪→ X}]] cannot perform any action and
rateit,t(P′{recX : P′ ↪→ X}) = rateot,t(Γl [[P′{recX : P′ ↪→ X}]]). ThenΓl [[P]] = recX : Γl [[P′]] can-
not perform any action becauseΓl [[P′]]{recX : Γl [[P′]] ↪→ X} = Γl [[P′{recX : P′ ↪→ X}]] by virtue
of Lemma4.1. Moreover:

rateit,t(P) = rateit,t(P′{recX : P′ ↪→ X}) =
= rateot,t(Γl [[P′{recX : P′ ↪→ X}]]) =
= rateot,t(Γl [[P′]]{recX : Γl [[P′]] ↪→ X}) = rateot,t(Γl [[P]])

Proof of Lemma 4.3. GivenP∈ PM,it,seq, the proof is divided into two parts:

⇒ AssumingP
a,λ−−−→M,it P′, we prove thatΓl [[P]]

λ−−−→M Qwith the only transition ofQ∈PM,ot,nnd,seq

beingQ
a−−−→Γl [[P′]] by proceeding by induction on the length of the derivation ofP

a,λ−−−→M,it P′,
intended as the number of operational semantic rules of Table1 that have been applied in order to
derive the considered transition:

– If the length is 1, then it must beP≡<a,λ>.P′ and henceΓl [[P]] = (λ ) .a.Γl [[P′]]. Therefore

Γl [[P]]
λ−−−→M a.Γl [[P′]] with the only transition of the reached process term being

a.Γl [[P′]]
a−−−→Γl [[P′]].

– Let the length ben > 1 and assume that the result holds for every transition derivable by
applying less thann operational semantic rules of Table1. There are several cases based on
the syntactical structure ofP:

∗ If P≡ P1 + P2, then the transition derives from the fact thatPk
a,λ−−−→M,it P′ for some

k ∈ {1,2}. From the induction hypothesis, it follows thatΓl [[Pk]]
λ−−−→M Q with the

only transition ofQ∈ PM,ot,nnd,seq beingQ
a−−−→Γl [[P′]], and henceΓl [[P]] = Γl [[P1]]+

Γl [[P2]]
λ−−−→M Q with the only transition ofQ beingQ

a−−−→Γl [[P′]].

∗ If P≡ P̄/H, then the transition derives from the fact thatP̄
b,λ−−−→M,it P̄′ with P′ ≡ P̄′/H

andb∈H∪{τ} if a= τ, b= a otherwise. From the induction hypothesis, it follows that

Γl [[P̄]]
λ−−−→M Q̄ with the only transition ofQ̄∈ PM,ot,nnd,sf beingQ̄

b−−−→Γl [[P̄′]]. Thus

Γl [[P]] = Γl [[P̄]]/H
λ−−−→M Q̄/H with the only transition of Q̄/H being

Q̄/H
a−−−→Γl [[P̄′]]/H = Γl [[P′]].

∗ The caseP≡ P̄[ϕ ] is similar to the previous one withϕ(b) = a.

∗ If P≡recX :P̄, then the transition derives from the fact thatP̄{recX :P̄ ↪→X} a,λ−−−→M,it P′.

From the induction hypothesis, it follows thatΓl [[P̄{recX : P̄ ↪→ X}]] λ−−−→M Q with

the only transition ofQ∈ PM,ot,nnd,sf beingQ
a−−−→Γl [[P′]], and henceΓl [[P]] = recX :

Γl [[P̄]]
λ−−−→M Q – with the only transition ofQ being Q

a−−−→Γl [[P′]] – because
Γl [[P̄]]{recX : Γl [[P̄]] ↪→ X}= Γl [[P̄{recX : P̄ ↪→ X}]] by virtue of Lemma4.1.
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⇐ AssumingΓl [[P]]
λ−−−→M Q with the only transition ofQ∈ PM,ot,nnd,seqbeingQ

a−−−→Γl [[P′]], the

proof thatP
a,λ−−−→M,it P′ is similar, in the sense that it proceeds by induction on the number of

operational semantic rules of Table2 applied in order to deriveΓl [[P]]
λ−−−→M Q and performs a

case analysis of the syntactical structure ofΓl [[P]].

Proof of Thm. 4.4. The proof is divided into two parts:

⇒ Consider the relationBot,l = Bot,l,1∪Bot,l,2∪Bot,l,3 overPM,ot, where:
Bot,l,1 = {(Γl [[P1]],Γl [[P2]]) | P1,P2 ∈ PM,it,seq∧P1 ∼MB,it P2}
Bot,l,2 = {(Q1,Q2) |Q1,Q2 ∈ PM,ot,nnd,seqand the only transition ofQk, k∈ {1,2},

is Qk
a−−−→Γl [[P′k]] with P′1 ∼MB,it P′2}

Bot,l,3 = {(Q,Q) |Q /∈ PM,ot,nnd,seq}
This is an equivalence relation because so is∼MB,it . Moreover, it turns out to be a lazy orthogonal-
time Markovian bisimulation for the following reasons:

– If we take(Γl [[P1]],Γl [[P2]]) ∈Bot,l,1, then fork∈ {1,2} we have thatΓl [[Pk]] cannot perform
any action by virtue of Lemma4.2. Consider an equivalence classD ∈ PM,ot/Bot,l . There
are two cases:

∗ If D is originated fromBot,l,1 (or Bot,l,3), then by virtue of Lemma4.3:
rateot(Γl [[P1]],D) = 0 = rateot(Γl [[P2]],D)

∗ If D is originated fromBot,l,2 and is characterized bya∈ NameandP∈ PM,it,seq, then
by virtue of Lemma4.3andP1 ∼MB,it P2:

rateot(Γl [[P1]],D) = rateit(P1,a, [P]∼MB,it ) = rateit(P2,a, [P]∼MB,it ) = rateot(Γl [[P2]],D)

– If we take(Q1,Q2) ∈Bot,l,2, then fork ∈ {1,2} it holds thatQk has no time transitions, so
we have to compare only the two action transitions ofQ1 andQ2:

∗ When Q1
a−−−→Γl [[P′1]], then Q2 can respond withQ2

a−−−→Γl [[P′2]] where (Γl [[P′1]],
Γl [[P′2]]) ∈Bot,l,1 ⊆Bot,l becauseP′1 ∼MB,it P′2, and vice versa.

⇐ Consider the relationBit,l = Bit,l,1∪Bit,l,2 overPM,it , where:
Bit,l,1 = {(P1,P2) | P1,P2 ∈ PM,it,seq∧Γl [[P1]]∼MB,ot,l Γl [[P2]]}
Bit,l,2 = {(P,P) | P /∈ PM,it,seq}

This is an equivalence relation because so is∼MB,ot,l . Moreover, it turns out to be an integrated-
time Markovian bisimulation. In fact, if we take(P1,P2) ∈Bit,l,1 and we considera∈ Nameand
D ∈ PM,it/Bit,l , then there are two cases:

– If D is originated fromBit,l,2, then:
rateit(P1,a,D) = 0 = rateit(P2,a,D)

– If D is originated fromBit,l,1 and is characterized byΓl [[P]] ∈ PM,ot,nnd,seq, then by virtue of
Lemma4.3andΓl [[P1]]∼MB,ot,l Γl [[P2]]:

rateit(P1,a,D) = rateot(Γl [[P1]],Da,P) = rateot(Γl [[P2]],Da,P) = rateit(P2,a,D)
whereDa,P is the equivalence class of∼MB,ot,l formed by all the process termsQ whose only

transition isQ
a−−−→Γl [[P′]] with Γl [[P′]] ∈ [Γl [[P]]]∼MB,ot,l .
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Proof of Lemma 4.5. Similar to the proof of Lemma4.1, we proceed by induction on the syntactical
structure ofP∈PL M,it,sf. The only new case isP≡ P1‖ /0P2, which is treated in the same way as the
caseP≡ P1 +P2.

Proof of Lemma 4.6. Similar to the proof of Lemma4.2, we proceed by induction on the syntactical
structure ofP∈ PM,it,sf by exploiting Lemma4.5. The only new case isP≡ P1‖ /0P2, which is treated in
the same way as the caseP≡ P1 +P2 thanks to the emptiness of the synchronization set.

Proof of Lemma 4.7. Similar to the proof of Lemma4.3, the proof is divided into two parts – with the
first one exploiting Lemma4.5– in both of which we proceed by induction on the length of the transition
derivation and we perform a case analysis of the syntactical structure of the process term associated with
the state from which the transition departs. Unlike the proof of Lemma4.3, the transition departing from
Q∈ PM,ot,nnd,sf is not the only transition ofQ, but the only action transition ofQ. The only new case with
respect to the proof of Lemma4.3 is the one for parallel composition, which is treated as follows in the
first part of the proof:

∗ If P≡ P1‖ /0P2, then the transition derives from the fact thatPk
a,λ−−−→M,it P′k for some

k ∈ {1,2}. Assumek = 1, so thatP′ ≡ P′1‖ /0P2. From the induction hypothesis, it

follows thatΓe[[P1]]
λ−−−→M Q1 with the only action transition ofQ1 ∈ PM,ot,nnd,sf be-

ing Q1
a−−−→Γe[[P′1]]. Thus Γe[[P]] = Γe[[P1]]‖ /0 Γe[[P2]]

λ−−−→M Q1‖ /0 Γe[[P2]] with the
only action transition ofQ1‖ /0 Γ[[P2]] – which may have time transitions as well – being

Q1‖ /0 Γe[[P2]]
a−−−→Γe[[P′1]]‖ /0 Γe[[P2]] = Γe[[P′]] asΓe[[P2]] cannot perform any action by

virtue of Lemma4.6.

Proof of Thm. 4.8. The proof is divided into two parts:

⇒ Consider the relationBot,e = Bot,e,1∪Bot,e,2∪Bot,e,3 overPM,ot, where:
Bot,e,1 = {(Γe[[P1]],Γe[[P2]]) | P1,P2 ∈ PM,it,sf∧P1 ∼MB,it P2}
Bot,e,2 = {(Q1,Q2) |Q1,Q2 ∈ PM,ot,nnd,sf and the only action transition ofQk, k∈ {1,2},

is Qk
a−−−→Γe[[P′k]] with P′1 ∼MB,it P′2}

Bot,e,3 = {(Q,Q) |Q /∈ PM,ot,nnd,sf}
This is an equivalence relation because so is∼MB,it . Moreover, it turns out to be an eager orthogonal-
time Markovian bisimulation for the following reasons:

– If we take(Γe[[P1]],Γe[[P2]]) ∈Bot,e,1, then fork∈ {1,2} we have thatΓe[[Pk]] cannot perform
any action by virtue of Lemma4.6. Consider an equivalence classD ∈ PM,ot/Bot,e. There
are two cases:

∗ If D is originated fromBot,e,1 (or Bot,e,3), then by virtue of Lemma4.7:
rateot(Γe[[P1]],D) = 0 = rateot(Γe[[P2]],D)

∗ If D is originated fromBot,e,2 and is characterized bya∈NameandP∈ PM,it,sf, then by
virtue of Lemma4.7andP1 ∼MB,it P2:

rateot(Γe[[P1]],D) = rateit(P1,a, [P]∼MB,it ) = rateit(P2,a, [P]∼MB,it ) = rateot(Γe[[P2]],D)

– If we take(Q1,Q2) ∈ Bot,e,2, then fork ∈ {1,2} any possible time transition ofQk is pre-
empted by the only action transition ofQk in an eager setting, so we have to compare only
the two action transitions ofQ1 andQ2:
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∗ When Q1
a−−−→Γe[[P′1]], then Q2 can respond withQ2

a−−−→Γe[[P′2]] where(Γe[[P′1]],
Γe[[P′2]]) ∈Bot,e,1 ⊆Bot,e becauseP′1 ∼MB,it P′2, and vice versa.

⇐ Consider the relationBit,e = Bit,e,1∪Bit,e,2 overPM,it , where:
Bit,e,1 = {(P1,P2) | P1,P2 ∈ PM,it,sf∧Γe[[P1]]∼MB,ot,e Γe[[P2]]}
Bit,e,2 = {(P,P) | P /∈ PM,it,sf}

This is an equivalence relation because so is∼MB,ot,e. Moreover, it turns out to be an integrated-
time Markovian bisimulation. In fact, if we take(P1,P2) ∈Bit,e,1 and we considera∈ Nameand
D ∈ PM,it/Bit,e, then there are two cases:

– If D is originated fromBit,e,2, then:
rateit(P1,a,D) = 0 = rateit(P2,a,D)

– If D is originated fromBit,e,1 and is characterized byΓe[[P]] ∈ PM,ot,nnd,sf, then by virtue of
Lemma4.7andΓe[[P1]]∼MB,ot,e Γe[[P2]]:

rateit(P1,a,D) = rateot(Γe[[P1]],Da,P) = rateot(Γe[[P2]],Da,P) = rateit(P2,a,D)
whereDa,P is the equivalence class of∼MB,ot,e formed by all the process termsQ whose only

action transition isQ
a−−−→Γe[[P′]] with Γe[[P′]] ∈ [Γe[[P]]]∼MB,ot,e.

Proof of Lemma 4.9. Similar to the proof of Lemma4.5, we proceed by induction on the syntactical
structure ofP∈PL M,it,sf. The only case that is treated differently is the following:

• Let P≡ <a,λ>.P′ and assume thatΓmp[[P′{recX : P̂ ↪→ Y}]] = Γmp[[P′]]{recX : Γmp[[P̂]] ↪→ Y}.
Then:

Γmp[[P{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]] = Γmp[[<a,λ>.(P′{recX : P̂ ↪→Y})]] =
= (λ ) . recZ : (τ .Z+a.Γmp[[P′{recX : P̂ ↪→Y}]]) =
= (λ ) . recZ : (τ .Z+a.(Γmp[[P′]]{recX : Γmp[[P̂]] ↪→Y}))=
= ((λ ) . recZ : (τ .Z+a.Γmp[[P′]])){recX : Γmp[[P̂]] ↪→Y}= Γmp[[P]]{recX : Γmp[[P̂]] ↪→Y}

We observe that the equality between the process term on the third line and the first process term
on the fourth line is correct. In fact, ifY is free inP′, thenY 6≡ Z becauseZ cannot be free inP′,
and hence(τ .Z){recX : Γmp[[P̂]] ↪→ Y} coincides withτ .Z. If Y is not free inP′, then it might
beY ≡ Z, but in that case(recZ : (τ .Z + a.Γmp[[P′]])){recX : Γmp[[P̂]] ↪→ Y} would be equal to
recZ : (τ .Z+a.Γmp[[P′]]), as well asΓmp[[P′]]{recX : Γmp[[P̂]] ↪→Y}= Γmp[[P′]].

Proof of Lemma 4.10. Similar to the proof of Lemma4.6, we proceed by induction on the syntactical
structure ofP∈PM,it,sf by exploiting Lemma4.9. The only case that is treated differently is the following:

• If P≡ <a,λ>.P′, thenΓmp[[P]] = (λ ) . recZ : (τ .Z + a.Γmp[[P′]]) – with Z not free inP′ – and
hence cannot perform any action. Moreover:

rateit,t(P) = λ = rateot,t(Γmp[[P]])

Proof of Lemma 4.11. Similar to the proof of Lemma4.7, the proof is divided into two parts – with the
first one exploiting Lemmas4.9 and4.10– in both of which we proceed by induction on the length of
the transition derivation and we perform a case analysis of the syntactical structure of the process term
associated with the state from which the transition departs. Unlike the proof of Lemma4.7, the inter-
mediate process termQ∈ PM,ot,cnd,sf has not only one action transition, but only two action transitions
one of which is aτ-selfloop. This is a consequence of the different treatment of the basic case of the
induction, which is as follows in the first part of the proof:
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– If the length is 1, then it must beP≡ <a,λ>.P′ and henceΓmp[[P]] = (λ ) . recZ : (τ .Z +

a.Γmp[[P′]]) with Z not free inP′. ThereforeΓmp[[P]]
λ−−−→M recZ : (τ .Z+a.Γmp[[P′]]) with

the only action transitions of the reached process term being recZ : (τ .Z+a.Γmp[[P′]])
τ−−−→

recZ : (τ .Z+a.Γmp[[P′]]) and recZ : (τ .Z+a.Γmp[[P′]])
a−−−→Γmp[[P′]].

Proof of Thm. 4.12. The proof is divided into two parts:

⇒ Consider the relationBot,mp = Bot,mp,1∪Bot,mp,2∪Bot,mp,3 overPM,ot, where:
Bot,mp,1 = {(Γmp[[P1]],Γmp[[P2]]) | P1,P2 ∈ PM,it,sf∧P1 ∼MB,it P2}
Bot,mp,2 = {(Q1,Q2) |Q1,Q2 ∈ PM,ot,cnd,sf and the only action transitions ofQk, k∈ {1,2},

areQk
τ−−−→Qk andQk

a−−−→Γmp[[P′k]] with P′1 ∼MB,it P′2}
Bot,mp,3 = {(Q,Q) |Q /∈ PM,ot,cnd,sf}

This is an equivalence relation because so is∼MB,it . Moreover, it turns out to be a maximal-
progress orthogonal-time Markovian bisimulation for the following reasons:

– If we take(Γmp[[P1]],Γmp[[P2]]) ∈Bot,mp,1, then fork ∈ {1,2} we have thatΓmp[[Pk]] cannot
perform any action by virtue of Lemma4.10. Consider an equivalence classD∈PM,ot/Bot,mp.
There are two cases:

∗ If D is originated fromBot,mp,1 (or Bot,mp,3), then by virtue of Lemma4.11:
rateot(Γmp[[P1]],D) = 0 = rateot(Γmp[[P2]],D)

∗ If D is originated fromBot,mp,2 and is characterized bya∈ NameandP∈ PM,it,sf, then
by virtue of Lemma4.11andP1 ∼MB,it P2:
rateot(Γmp[[P1]],D) = rateit(P1,a, [P]∼MB,it ) = rateit(P2,a, [P]∼MB,it ) = rateot(Γmp[[P2]],D)

– If we take(Q1,Q2) ∈Bot,mp,2, then fork ∈ {1,2} any possible time transition ofQk is pre-
empted by theτ-selfloop ofQk in a maximal-progress setting, so we have to compare only
the four action transitions ofQ1 andQ2:

∗ WhenQ1
τ−−−→Q1, thenQ2 can respond withQ2

τ−−−→Q2 where(Q1,Q2)∈Bot,mp,2⊆
Bot,mp, and vice versa.

∗ WhenQ1
a−−−→Γmp[[P′1]], thenQ2 can respond withQ2

a−−−→Γmp[[P′2]] where(Γmp[[P′1]],
Γmp[[P′2]]) ∈Bot,mp,1 ⊆Bot,mp becauseP′1 ∼MB,it P′2, and vice versa.

⇐ Consider the relationBit,mp = Bit,mp,1∪Bit,mp,2 overPM,it , where:
Bit,mp,1 = {(P1,P2) | P1,P2 ∈ PM,it,sf∧Γmp[[P1]]∼MB,ot,mp Γmp[[P2]]}
Bit,mp,2 = {(P,P) | P /∈ PM,it,sf}

This is an equivalence relation because so is∼MB,ot,mp. Moreover, it turns out to be an integrated-
time Markovian bisimulation. In fact, if we take(P1,P2) ∈Bit,mp,1 and we considera∈Nameand
D ∈ PM,it/Bit,mp, then there are two cases:

– If D is originated fromBit,mp,2, then:
rateit(P1,a,D) = 0 = rateit(P2,a,D)

– If D is originated fromBit,mp,1 and is characterized byΓmp[[P]] ∈ PM,ot,cnd,sf, then by virtue
of Lemma4.11andΓmp[[P1]]∼MB,ot,mp Γmp[[P2]]:

rateit(P1,a,D) = rateot(Γmp[[P1]],Da,P) = rateot(Γmp[[P2]],Da,P) = rateit(P2,a,D)
whereDa,P is the equivalence class of∼MB,ot,mp formed by all the process termsQ whose

only action transitions areQ
τ−−−→QandQ

a−−−→Γmp[[P′]] with Γmp[[P′]]∈ [Γmp[[P]]]∼MB,ot,mp.


